THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
without the proper study of native needs and customs, or as to whether
or not the state had the means of enforcing it. As with alcohol, it has
resulted in mining a krge number of merchants and fishermen who
need salt with which to preserve their catch. Its faulty distribution
has prevented many people from buying this necessity, at even the
exorbitant official figure.
Salt production areas are scattered all along the coast, especially in
the South. Under the Hue government the sale of salt had fallen almost
entirely into the hands of the Chinese, who used it as an article -of
exchange. They bought salt at varying prices, depending upon the
region, quality, and consumption needs, and the producers* prosperity.
The sums advanced to salt-workers were but one of the many usurious
holds the Chinese had upon the Annamites. If the new Regie hurt the
usurers, it dealt a mortal blow to the salt-workers, who could not live
without borrowed capital, or at least an exchange in rice which the
Chinese had been able to effect.
Doumer was, as ever, anxious to turn the benefits of the Chinese
middlemen to the treasury's profit, so he forced the natives to sell all
their salt to the Regie, which had replaced the 'Chinese organization,
only not nearly so effectively. For the producer it was a disastrous
change of masters. Some were forced out for lack of capital, and those
who stayed felt resentful towards the administration.
For the consumer the change was even worse. The government tad
neither the facilities nor the money necessary for the traosporstiba,
stocking, and control of fraud. Salt regions were widely scattered and
inaccessible. Poverty of resources compelled the state to farm out tibc
monopoly, with the proviso, however, that the coneesslomiaire be a
Frenchman. The company that took up the burden suffered, Mke the
administration, from a lack of money and the necessary equipment to
replace the Asiatic intermediary, so in turn it secretly leased its
to the indispensable Chinese, who were once more in the saddle. Fraud
flourished openly, and bred an orgy of mutual recriminatioos. The
consumer paid an exorbitant price* for there were now two middlemen
Instead of one. Salt bad been origbaiy costly enough, but now its
price was trebled. Since Etde attempt was made to pnrrimi 'the
interior, salt was prohibittFely high there, when available at all. It
"was ch<eapest in Cbdxiifc-China, where the con£ezrtn&k>zt. of areas ws
so great that little siOTeilasce was needed, Abuses
however, were rife, Gusui&ption dwindled greatly* as did the res
bad effect upon the beaUt of the natives, as        m
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